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Pinsents competition litigation head
decamps for US firm
Pinsent Masons head of competition litigation Ben Lasserson has joined
US firm Strange & Butler as head of its London office and fourth partner
globally.
Lasserson trained and qualified at magic circle firm Freshfields Bruckhaus
Deringer before moving to Skadden Arps Slate Meagher & Flom in 2007.
He joined Pinsents as a partner nearly four years ago from Quinn Emanuel
Urquhart & Sullivan, which he joined in June 2013.
Among its client list, Strange & Butler boasts a handful of major
international airlines including Etihad Airways, Korean Air, Lufthansa German
Airlines and Qatar Airways alongside clients into the hospitality,
entertainment and retail sectors.
Strange & Butler has just two offices worldwide with the bulk of its lawyers
sitting on the USʼs West Coast in Los Angeles. The office houses both
founding partners, Brian Strange and Keith Butler.
Butler said: “We came to the UK and European market a few years ago at
the behest of some multinational clients for whom weʼd obtained substantial
recoveries in the US. We subsequently brought on board many additional
UK, European, and international clients, and in relatively short order took
some significant matters to successful resolutions.
“It quickly became apparent to us that our approach works here, and hence
decided it was time to increase the investment in our operations here. We
are very grateful to our clients for their trust and support, and to our
colleagues here in London for their outstanding work thus far.”

Pinsents is yet to name a new head of competition litigation.
A spokesperson for Pinsents said: “Weʼre grateful to Ben for his contribution
to the firm and wish him well with his new endeavour.”
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